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1. INTRODUCTION 
ROBERT BRINKS [lo, 1 l] used circle packings to parametrize the deformation space of a 
Kleinian group and applied his results to prove that the “circle packing points” (closed 
Riemann surfaces that can be filled by circle packings) form a dense subset of moduli space. 
In [9], the authors combined techniques of Brooks, Thurston [28], and Beardon- 
Stephenson [4, 5) to extend Brooks’ result to surfaces of finite conformal type, closed 
surfaces with a finite number of punctures. The methods there involve the in situ manipula- 
tion of circle packings and rely heavily on certain canonical Brooks’ packings of quadrilate- 
rals as developed in [lo], along with canonical infinite packings of cusp regions. The latter 
are rigid, but the Brooks’ packings act like shock absorbers, permitting the small adjust- 
ments to modulus that lead to circle packing points. 
Our purposes here are threefold: first, to develop more fully and systematically the in situ 
approach to circle packings in hyperbolic surfaces begun in [9]; second, to define canonical 
packings of annuli that have a flexibility reminiscent of Brooks’ packings of quadrilaterals; 
and thiid, to apply these in an extension of Brooks’ result to surfaces of finite topological 
type, closed surfaces having a finite number of punctures and a finite number of half-annular 
ends. Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. Every complete hyperbolic Riemann surface of finite topological type can 
be approximated in modulus by a complete surface that admits a bounded degree circle packing 
filling the surface. Moreover, it can be so arranged that the approximating surface has a circle 
packing that is eventually constant 6-degree on its cusp neighborhoods and constant 7-degree 
on its infinite area half-annular ends; in particular, at most jnitely many of its circles will have 
degree greater than seven. 
Circle packing was developed originally in the setting of closed surfaces by Bill Thurston 
[28, Chapter 133, but the topic did not enjoy significant further development until his 1985 
Purdue lecture [27] entitled “The Finite Riemann Mapping Theorem” and Brooks’ 1985 
paper [lo] entitled “On the Deformation Theory of Classical Schottky Groups.” The topic 
then quickly attracted the interest of workers in analysis, combinatorics, geometry, and 
topology, and since has developed along two not disparate branches. The one branch may 
be characterized broadly as analytic and combinatorial in style with particular attention 
focused on the topic of Thurston’s Purdue talk; namely, the relationship of circle packing to 
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the approximation of conformal mappings. The emphasis is on the connections of circle 
packing to classical complex analysis, which motivates and legitimizes its study, and in 
particular on the construction of both discrete analogs and proofs of some classical 
theorems of complex analysis. In this branch may be placed the following papers, or parts 
thereof: [l, 4, 5, 13, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 25, 261. The other branch may be characterized 
broadly as geometric and topological in style with particular interest in the pure geometry 
of circle packing. It needs no other motivation nor justification than the pleasing interplay 
between geometry, topology, and combinatorics that exposes a certain rigidity of circle 
packing that is reminiscent of the rigidity so characteristic of complex analytic functions. 
The results are often beautiful and sometimes surprising, reminding the authors of their first 
encounters as graduate students with the surprising rigidity and striking inevitability that 
permeates this world of complex analytic functions. In this branch may be placed the 
following papers, or parts thereof: [3,4, 5,6,9, 10, 11, 12, 15,24,28] and the present paper. 
A fairly comprehensive theory of circle packings in the three classical geometries of 
constant curvature-spherical geometry viewed as the Riemann sphere @,, euclidean 
geometry viewed as the complex plane C, and hyperbolic geometry viewed as the unit disk A 
in @-is developed systematically in [S]. The theory for a general Riemann surface is 
obtained by lifting everything to the universal covering surface, which by the classical 
Uniformization Theorem can be viewed as one of @,, @, or A, and applying the theory 
there. Contrasting this approach is the aforementioned in situ approach that Thurston [28] 
used for closed surfaces and that the current authors [9] used for surfaces of finite 
conformal type. This in situ approach is developed further for hyperbolic surfaces in 
Sections 3 and 4 of this paper. The engines that drive both the in situ approach and the 
applications presented herein are the monotonicity properties that hyperbolic triangles 
enjoy, and these along with some other needed elementary facts from hyperbolic geometry 
are reviewed without proof in Section 2. The approach involves labeled cell complexes, but 
particularly labeled simplicial complexes--the vertices of a simplicial triangulation of a 
surface are labeled with positive real numbers that collectively determine a singular 
hyperbolic structure by using the label values to identify 2-simplices with hyperbolic 
triangles. Section 3 introduces these labeled complexes and develops more fully the Perron 
method of producing circle packings first explored in [4]. A solution to the “boundary value 
problem” for labeled complexes is obtained and used in Section 4 to define certain 
“controlled maximal labels” for complexes. Central to this study is the notion of “excess”, 
which we associate with hyperbolic angles and areas, and the behavior of excess under label 
adjustment; total excess provides quantitative estimates of how close the labels of a complex 
come to the corresponding controlled maximal labels. This notion of “excess” provides a 
considerable improvement over the methods used in [9], where finite total area appeared to 
be critical in controlling label adjustments. 
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are applied in Section 5 to construct and analyse labels 
for certain canonical triangulations of half-annuli. A constant 6-degree triangulation yields 
the packing used in [9] for cusp regions; however, triangulations involving mixtures of 6- 
and 7-degree generations yield packable annuli forming a countable dense subset of the 
moduli space of all annuli. This dense set of packable annuli should be considered as a 
companion to the dense set of packable quadrilaterals (i.e., having rational Brooks’ 
parameters) as developed in [lo]. Given a surface, the annular ends and certain quadrangu- 
lar regions together provide the flexibility necessary for making fine adjustments to its 
modulus. 
In Section 6, our efforts are rewarded with a concrete geometric proof of Theorem 1.1. 
The overall method is that of [9] and involves labeled cell complexes whose cells are 
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triangular or quadrangular: first, one approximates the given surface by a surface S whose 
ends can be packed using canonical half-annuli from Section 5. The packing is then 
extended as much as possible to the compact core of S in such a way that all interstices are 
triangular or quadrangular; the combinatorics of the resulting packing are encoded in a 
combinatorial cell complex L having only triangular and quadrangular faces. The cell 
complex L has a natural label R and this label is varied to produce a l-parameter family 
{K,: co < [ < l} of simplicial subdivisions of L that triangulate S, and a corresponding 
family of labels (Ri}. The reader may find an informal description of this process of varying 
labels in [9, Introduction to Section 51. At this juncture, results of Section 5 are invoked to 
ensure that the total excess associated with the labels R, goes to zero as c r 1. As a 
consequence of this negligible total excess, the controlled label & determined by R,, as 
introduced and analysed in Section 4, is close to the original label R on vertices common to 
L and K, whenever [ is close enough to 1, and this is enough to ensure that the hyperbolic 
surface S, determined by the labeled complex K&&i, is close in modulus to the surface S. 
Finally, results of Sections 3 and 4 imply that this controlled label l$ is associated with a 
circle packing %?( having the combinatorics of K, and filling S,. Thus the surface SC 
represents a circle packing point that approximates the original surface, and the theorem is 
proved. 
Zheng-Xu He and Oded Schramm (written communication) have proved an analogue of 
Theorem 1.1; however, their methods are quite different from ours and do not provide the 
concrete in situ arguments that play the central role here. 
2. HYPERBOLIC TRIANGLES AND QUADRILATERALS 
In this section we state some of the elementary monotonicity properties that hyperbolic 
triangles and quadrilaterals possess. Throughout the paper we use the standard Poincare 
disk and upper half-plane models of the hyperbolic plane W 2. Recall that the Poincart disk 
(PD) model identifies IHI’ with the unit disk A = {z E C : Iz 1 < l} with metric derived from the 
differential ds = 2 1 dz I/ 1 - 1 z j2, and the upper half-plane (UHP) model identifies W2 with 
the upper half-plane H2 = {ZE @: Imz > 0} with metric derived from the differential 
ds = ldzl / Im z. The isometries of the metrics in both models are restrictions of (orientation 
preserving and reversing) Mobius transformations, and the group of isometries is generated 
by reflections in the hyperbolic lines of the particular model. General references for this are 
Beardon [2] and Jones-Singerman [18]. 
For r = (a, b, c)E(O, oo13, T(r) = T(u, b, c) denotes the unique (up to hyperbolic iso- 
metry) triangle in W2 with side-lengths a + b, b + c, a + c determined by circles of respect- 
ive radii a, b, c. The vertices of T(r) are centers of circles of radii a, b, c, respectively, that are 
mutually tangent to one another (00 corresponds to horocycles with ideal centers = ideal 
vertices). The hyperbolic area, denoted hyp-area, of a triangle with interior angles ~1, /I, y is 
n - (CI + b + y). Define partial orders I and < on 3-tuples via r = (a, b, c) I (a’, b’, c’) 
= r’ provided that a I a’, b s b’ and c I cl, and r < r’ if r I r’ but r # r’. Henceforth, we 
shall mean by the term triple a 3-tuple in (0, co] 3. The following lemmas describe 
monotonicity properties of hyperbolic triangles. Precise calculations using the hyperbolic 
cosine law verifying the lemmas appear in [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. If r I r’ for triples r and r’, then hyp-urea T(r) I hyp-urea T(J) with strict 
inequality if r < r’. 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider the conjigurution of Fig. 1. Zf the hyperbolic radii b and c are held 
constant, then the angles c(, p, and y are continuous functions of a. Moreover, a(a) is strictly 
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Fig. 1. The triangle T(a, b, c). 
decreasing with lim a(a) = 0 and lim ~(a) = rc, P(u) and y(u) are increasing with strict 
otm alO 
monotonicity for /? (respectively, y) if b < co (respectively, c < co). 
Let T be a triangle in lhl* with finite side-lengths a, b, c and for 0 < [ < cc , let [T be the 
unique triangle in W* with side-lengths [a, [b, [c. In [9, Lemma 2.31 the observation of Peter 
Doyle that the angles of [Tare continuous strictly decreasing functions of l is proved. The 
proof of that lemma actually shows that the following slightly stronger result holds. Note 
that T(jr) = [T(r) whenever a, b, and c are finite. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let r = (a, b, c) be a triple with a finite and let u(c) be the interior angle of 
T(jr) at the vertex corresponding to la for 0 < c I CD. Then a is a continuous strictly 
decreasing function of i. 
Next we describe a canonical scaling operation on quadrilaterals. Consider the quadri- 
lateral Q in IHI* as the union of two triangles Ti and T, sharing a common edge (connect an 
appropriate pair of opposite vertices of Q with a segment hat lies interior to Q). For 
0 < [ < 1, form the union of the triangles [Ti and & and designate the resulting 
quadrilateral by CQ. This is well-defined (up to hyperbolic isometry) except for the possible 
choice of which pair of opposite vertices of Q to use. We have the following corollary 
of Lemma 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If the side-lengths of the quadrilateral Q are finite, then for 0 < 5 < 1, 
the interior angles of CQ are strictly larger than the corresponding interior angles of Q. 
Moreover, the angles and side-lengths of [Q converge to the corresponding angles and side- 
lengths of Q us c increases to 1. 
Consider now a l-parameter family of quadrilaterals determined as follows. Let 
C,, C2, C,, C, be four nonoverlapping, sequentially tangent circles in HI* as in Fig. 2. The 
centers of the circles are the vertices of a unique quadrilateral and the circles determine a 
quadrangular interstice, shaded in Fig. 2. Let 1 be the hyperbolic distance between the 
centers of C2 and C4. By keeping Ci, C2, C3 fixed and varying circle C4, we obtain 
a l-parameter family 2 of quadrilaterals parametrized by A, where A0 < 1 I co ; A0 corres- 
ponds to the case where C2 and C4 are tangent and co corresponds to the case where C4 is 
a horocycle. Figure 3 illustrates this l-parameter family in the PD model. In [9], the 
authors reparametrized S! using the Brooks (continued fraction) parameter p for the family. 
We refer the reader to [9] and [lo] for details and content ourselves with stating the 
important properties of fi in the next lemma. 
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Fig. 2. The quadrilateral and interstice determined by four nonoverlapping, sequentially tangent circles. 
Fig. 3. The l-parameter family 2. 
LEMMA 2.5. The Brooks parameter f3 = /?(A) is a continuous strictly increasing function of 
the parameter A., A,, I 1 I 03, with B(&) = 0 and /?(a) = p, where 0 < 8, < co. Let Q( f?) 
denote the quadrilateral determined by the circles C,, Cz, C, and the Brooks parameter B. 
Then 
3 = {Q( p):O I /3 I B,}. 
If /? is rational, then there is a finite collection of circles in the interstice determined by Q( fi) 
whose complementary regions in the interstice are all triangular. 
The finite collection of circles alluded to in the statement of the lemma is termed a 
Brooks packing of the interstice, an example of which appears in Fig. 4. Note that the circles 
C,, C, , C, are uniquely determined up to orientation preserving isometry by their order, 
their respective hyperbolic radii R,, R,, R,, and the agle c1 at the center of C, that is interior 
to each Q( 8) in 1. We find it convenient o write Q( fi) = Q(R,, R,, R,, a, fl) whenever it is 
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Fig. 4. The Brooks packing of the interstice of the quadrilateral QC%. 
necessary to indicate the dependence of Z? on C, , C,, C,. As a consequence of Lemma 2.5, 
by increasing the radius of C, in Fig. 2 by an arbitrarily small amount, we may obtain a 
configuration of circles whose interstice admits a Brooks packing. See [9, Lemma 3.11. 
The next two lemmas are well-known. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let {ri}lP”, 1 be a sequence of triples that converges to the triple r = (a, b, c) 
where a, b, and c are finite. Let A: aT(r) -+ aT(ri) be the piecewise linear map that maps the 
segments forming the sides of T(r) linearly onto the corresponding segments forming the sides 
of T(ri). Then A extends to a quasiconformal homeomorphism Fi : T(r) --* T(ri) with quasicon- 
formal dilatation ~(8) such that limrc(F,) = 1. A similar result holds for a sequence of 
quadrilaterals in Hz whose side-lengths and angles converge to the corresponding side-lengths 
and angles of a limiting quadrilateral. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let {ri = (ai, bi, a)> b e a sequence of triples that converges to the triple 
r = (a, b, co) where a and b are finite. Let fi : aT(r) + aT(ri) be the piecewise linear map that 
maps the segment and half-lines forming the sides of T(r) linearly onto the corresponding 
segment and half-lines forming the sides of T(ri). Then A extends to a quasiconformal 
homeomorphism Fi: T(r) -+ T(r,) with bounded quasiconformal dilatation Ic(Fi) such that 
lim rc(&) = 1. 
Finally, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let 0 < 1 < A < co and let E > 0. Then there exists a constant 6 = 
s(n, A, E) > 0 such that the diflerence 
hyp-area T(a + E, b, c) - hyp-area T(a, b, c) 
is greater than 6 for every (a, b, c) E [A, A13. 
Proof The difference in hyperbolic areas is a continuous function of (a, b, c) with 
compact domain [A, Al3 whose values are positive by Lemma 2.1. ba 
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3. LABELED COMPLEXES AND CIRCLE PACKINGS IN HYPERBOLIC SURFACES 
After elaborating some of the basic terminology introduced in [9] concerning labeled 
complexes and circle packings in hyperbolic surfaces, we develop more fully the Perron 
method of producing packings that was exploited first in [4,5] and later in [9]. A controlled 
application of the Perron method applied in situ that produces a quantitative measure of 
how far a subpacking is from a packing is described in the section following and may be 
viewed as the premier goal of Sections 3 and 4. Though a thorough treatment of circle 
packings in hyperbolic surfaces may be reviewed by perusing the aforementioned references, 
our presentation is nonetheless relatively self-contained as it is developed from a decidedly 
different point of view than that of the former, and more fully developed than that of the 
latter. 
Let S be a hyperbolic surface; i.e., S is a connected surface (without boundary) equipped 
with a metric of constant curvature - 1. Usually we shall require that the metric on a 
hyperbolic surface be complete, but for the time being we omit this requirement. A disk in S 
is a closed metric ball that is homeomorphic to a 2-cell and its boundary is a circle whose 
interior is the corresponding open ball. A circle packing in S is a collection % of circles whose 
interiors are pairwise disjoint and whose pairwise intersections are either empty or singleton 
sets. In the latter case, the two circles are tangent. If V is a circle packing, then @ 
= {C: C E %} denotes the corresponding disk packing, where C denotes the disk bounded by 
the circle C. The closure P of a component of S - v @is an interstitial region with n sides, or 
an n-interstice, provided that there are n pairwise distinct circles C,+ 1 = C,, . . . , C, of %? 
suchthatCiistangenttoCi+,,i=l,..., n, P is the closure of a component of S - Uy= 1 Ci 
bounded by exactly n circular arcs, one lying in each Ci, and P is compact and simply 
connected. We say that P is determined by C,, . . . , C,. If n = 3, P is a triangular interstice 
and if n = 4, P is a quadrangular interstice. The 2-cell containing P whose boundary is the 
union of the geodesic segments in S connecting the centers of Ci and Ci+ r, i = 1, . . . , n, is 
the geometric n-gon determined by +?; a geometric 3-gon is a geometric triangle and a 
geometric 4-gon is a geometric quadrilateral. 
Underlying each circle packing %Y is a canonically defined 2-dimensional abstract 
simplicial complex K(%?), called the abstract carrier of V, that encodes the combinatorics of 
the packing: the vertices of K(w) are the circles of %?, two vertices determine an edge if and 
only if the two circles are tangent, and three vertices determine a 2-simplex if and only if the 
three circles determine a unique triangular interstice. A circle packing is locally jnite if each 
circle is tangent to at most finitely many others, in which case its abstract carrier is locally 
finite. Henceforth in this paper we shall assume without further mention that all circle 
packings are locally finite. A circle packing has bounded degree if there is a uniform bound on 
the degree of any vertex in the abstract carrier; i.e., if there is a uniform bound on the 
number of circles tangent to any given circle. We find it convenient to define a cell complex 
L(g) determined by the circle packing as follows: the vertices and edges of L(%‘) are the 
vertices and edges of K(w), the faces of L(s) correspond to finite sequences C,, . . . , C, of 
circles in %? that determine interstitial regions. Thus, K(g) is a subcomplex of L(V). A face of 
L(V) determined by three circles (i.e., a 2-simplex of K(g)) is a combinatorial triangle and a 
face determined by four circles is a combinatorial quadrilateral. We use the notation 
CC,, . . . > C,), n > 1, to denote edges and faces of L(%‘), and it is understood that Ci is 
tangent to Ci+l for i = 1,. . . ,n, with Cn+l = C,. 
If V is a circle packing of S, then VZ fills S if S is the union of the geometric triangles 
determined by @ or, equivalently, the closure of each component of S - u e is a triangular 
interstice. A circle packing % that fills S gives rise to a geodesic triangulation of S by 
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connecting the centers of tangent circles with geodesic segments, and the combinatorics of 
the packing and of the geodesic triangulation are encoded in the abstract carrier K(g). We 
would like to reverse this process: given an abstract riangulation K of S, does there exist a 
circle packing V? filling S whose abstract carrier is isomorphic to K? In general the answer is 
“no”; however, if we are allowed to change the metric on S and K has bounded degree, then 
a more satisfacotry answer is available. Given a bounded degree triangulation K of S, there 
always exists a complete metric of constant curvature on S supporting a circle packing that 
fills S whose combinatorics are encoded by K; see [S]. The new metric may fail to be 
quasiconformally equivalent to the original; hence, the metrics may determine different 
moduli spaces. In fact for triangulations of the plane or annuli, the metrics may have 
different curvatures, one being hyperbolic, the other being flat. We shall be concerned with 
the question of whether there exists, for a bounded degree triangulation K, a complete 
hyperbolic metric on the surface fulfilling certain requirements. One ingredient for produ- 
cing hyperbolic metrics that support circle packings is that of labeled complexes and their 
associated singular hyperbolic manifolds, which we now describe (see [9, Sections 4 and 51 
or [28, Chapter 131). 
Let K be a triangulation of an orientable surface, possibly with boundary, and let 
R : K(O) + (0, co] be a function that associates aunique positive real number to each interior 
vertex and a positive real number or co to each boundary vertex. We call K(R) a labeled 
(simplicial) complex with label R. If R and R’ are labels for K, then R I R’ means that 
R(u) I R’(u) for every vertex u. If L is a subcomplex of K and R is a label for K, then slight 
abuse of notation allows us to write L(R) for L labeled with RIL”‘. We introduce a 
hyperbolic metric (Riemannian metric of constant curvature - 1) on the geometric 
realization [Kj of K with singularities at the vertices by identifying, for each 2-simplex 
cr = (uo, ul, u2) of K, the face In/ with the hyperbolic triangle T(R(u,), R(u,), R(Q)), taking 
care to match up the metrics on the 2-simplices that share a common edge. We refer the 
reader to [8, Section 2) for a discussion of the extra care needed in matching the metrics on 
the common edge of two faces when both vertices of that common edge are boundary 
vertices labeled with co. (For our purposes, we may assume that this situation never arises.) 
We use IK(R)I to denote lK<1 with this singular metric. The singular metric on I K(R)1 
determines a distance function pR on IK(R)J : pR(x, y) is the infimum of the lengths of all 
paths in IK(R)I from x to y. Notice that boundary vertices may be infinitely far from other 
points. The label R is complete if its associated distance function pR is complete. The 
geometric edge in IK(R)I determined by the l-simplex (u,, ul) is the geodesic segment in 
IK(R)I with endpoints u. and u1 whose length is R(u,) + R(u,). The geometric triangle la(R)/ 
in /K(R)1 determined by the 2-simplex 0 is 101 with metric induced by that of IK(R)I. 
The metric on IK(R)I determines angles at each vertex of each 2-simplex of K; for any 
vertex u, summing up the angles at u of the geometric triangles to which it belongs 
determines an angle sum 0,(u) at that vertex. The labeled complex K(R) is a subpacking if the 
angle sum at each interior vertex is greater than or equal to 2n, and a packing if equal to 27~; 
the angle sums at boundary vertices are irrelevant. The label R making K(R) a packing or 
subpacking is a packing or subpacking label for K. An interior vertex whose angle sum 
exceeds 27~ has curvature less than - 1 and represents asingularity for the induced metric. If 
K(R) is a packing, then the singularities are removable, giving a nonsingular hyperbolic 
metric on I K I. Note that even for nonsingular metrics, we allow infinite labels on boundary 
vertices. Obviously there is a circle packing %’ in the nonsingular hyperbolic surface IK(R)I 
whenever K(R) is a packing and K has empty boundary; V consists of circles centered at the 
vertices of K of radii given by the label R; the abstract carrier K(g) is isomorphic to K, and 
%7 fills IK(R)j. 
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Our interest is in obtaining a method for producing a complete packing label for K. The 
completeness requirement will be arranged by applications of the next lemma, which may 
be found in [7]. If R is a label for K and c > 0 is a real number, then CR is the label defined 
by (CR)(u) = CR(u) for every vertex v. 
LEMMA 3.1. Bowers [7]. Let R be a complete label for K. If c > 0 and R’ is a label for K 
such that R I CR’, then R’ is complete. 
We now describe the Perron method for obtaining a complete packing label for K 
whenever a subpacking label exists. The Perron method is modeled after the classical 
Perron method for constructing harmonic functions and was introduced and used in [4] on 
complexes that triangulate a topological disk, and used by the current authors in [9] for 
more general complexes. We extend the domain of applicability of the method and use it to 
provide a satisfactory in situ solution to the boundary value problem for labels. 
Recall that K is a triangulation of an oriented surface, possibly with boundary. If W is a 
collection of labels for K, let sup W be the function K(O) + [0, 001 defined by: 
sup@(u) = sup{ R(u): REB}, 
for each vertex u of K (we use the convention sup @ = 0). Note that sup 2 is a label if and 
only if W is non-empty and sup W(u) < co for every interior vertex u. The next proposition 
reduces the problem of finding a complete packing label for K to that of finding a 
subpacking label for K. The label R” = sup 9 described in this proposition, which is a slight 
generalization of [9, Lemma 4.11, is termed the maximal label for K and K(R”) is the maximal 
packing. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let W be the collection of labels R for which K(R) is a subpacking. If 9 
is non-empty, then R” = supW is a packing label for K that assigns the value 00 to each 
boundary vertex of K. Moreover, if K in addition has bounded degree, then l? is a complete 
packing label. 
Proof: Since 9 is non-empty, R” > 0 at every vertex, and the fact that the angle at the 
(variable) vertex of a family of hyperbolic triangles converges to zero as the vertex moves to 
the sphere at infinity forces z(u) < co for every interior vertex u. If R E 9, then Lemma 2.2 
implies that R’ E R if R’ is defined by: R’ = R on interior vertices and R’ = 00 on boundary 
vertices. Hence, z is a label that assigns infinite values to the boundary vertices of K. That i 
is a packing label for K follows from the monotonicity result Lemma 2.2 exactly as in [4, 
Steps III and IV, Section 63 by a discrete version of the classical Perron method. That g is 
complete whenever K has bounded degree follows from the previous lemma and the 
existence in 9 of a complete label, which in turn is a consequence of [S, Theorem 41. w 
Proposition 3.2 in essence is a restatement of [S, Theorem 41 for complexes of 
hyperbolic type. Consider now the boundary value problem: given f: 8KCo) + (0, co], does 
there exist a packing label with boundary values given by f? The next two results together 
solve the boundary value problem for bounded degree complexes with finite boundary; i.e., 
where K has a finite number of boundary vertices. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let B be the collection of labels R for which K(R) is a subpacking and 
9, the subset of W whose elements assign values to boundary vertices less than or equal to the 
corresponding ones assigned by f: aK(” + (0, co]. Zf Bf is non-empty, then R”/ = sup9?, is a 
packing label for K with boundary values given by f; i.e., l?flaK’o’ =f: Moreover, if K has 
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finite boundary then L%!~ is non-empty if and only if 9 is non-empty, and, if in addition K has 
bounded degree, then the label Rr is complete. 
Proof If %?J is non-empty, then the proof of Proposition 3.2, with R’ in that proof 
modified so that R’JdK”’ = f, shows that RJ is a packing label for K with boundary values 
given by$ 
Assume that K has finite boundary. Suppose .G% is non-empty with, say, R E W, and let 
0 < [ < 1. By Lemma 2.3, CR E W and the angle sum &(v) at each interior vertex v is greater 
than 271. Since the boundary has only finitely many vertices and, by Lemma 2.2, the angle 
sum at each vertex is a continuous function of the labels, there is a label Rt, obtained by 
varying (decreasing) only the infinite (boundary) labels determined by [R, such that 
R+(v) < CC for all vertices v, 27~ < e,+(v) I f+,(v) for every interior vertex v adjacent to a 
boundary vertex, and 0,+(v) = e,,(v) for every other interior vertex. Hence we may assume 
that REW has finite boundary values. 
Let M = max(R(v):vE8K(‘)} and m = min{f(v):vE8K(‘)}. Since M < co, A 
= min ( 1, m/M} is positive and Lemma 2.3 and the definition of 1 imply that 2.R E 93,. 
Hence W is non-empty if and only if W, is non-empty. 
In addition to having finite boundary, assume now that K has bounded degree. The 
demonstration of the completeness of RJ is accomplished by Lemma 3.1, once we show that 
there is a complete label in 9,. For this, first apply Proposition 3.2 to obtain the maximal 
label R” for K. Let 0 < [ < 1. By Lemma 3.1 and the completeness of R, CR” is a complete 
label for K. By reducing only the values of the boundary vertices, we obtain as in the first 
paragraph of this proof a label Rt with finite boundary values. Since the label Rt differs 
from the complete label cl? only on the finite boundary of K, Rt also is complete. Choosing 
0 = ;1= 1 as in the preceding paragraph of this proof produces a label ilRt E 9,. By Lemma 
3.1, AR+ is complete since Rt is, and therefore a final application of Lemma 3.1 ensures that 
Rf is complete. w 
LEMMA 3.4. Beardon-Stephenson [S, Proposition 2(c)]. Zf K has bounded degree and 
non-empty boundary, then a subpacking label for K exists. 
Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.2 guarantee that the maximal label for K exists provided 
that K has bounded degree and non-empty boundary. The following corollary follows 
immediately from this observation and Proposition 3.3; R- = supRI of Proposition 3.3 is 
termed the maximal f-label for K. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If K has bounded degree and Jinite, non-empty boundary, then for every 
f: aK’0’ --+ (0, 00 1, the maximal f-label Rr = sup W, exists and is a complete packing label for 
K whose boundary values are given by f 
If the boundary of K fails to be finite in Corollary 3.5, then still %!f is non-empty and still 
the conclusion holds, except that the maximal f-label may fail to be complete. Since our 
interest is primarily in complete labels, and since the solution to the boundary value 
problem for finite boundary suffices for our purpose, the proof of this fact is left as a 
challenge for the interested reader. One approach to the proof is that of [S, Section 41, but 
an in situ argument can also be given. 
In [9], the authors found it useful to vary the metric on a hyperbolic surface by using 
labeled cell complexes whose cells were either triangular or quadrangular. This is accomp- 
lished much as for labeled simplicial complexes except that parameters in addition to vertex 
labels are needed to uniquely describe the metric on the combinatorial quadrilaterals of the 
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complex. The metric on a quadrilateral is not uniquely determined by labels on the four 
vertices, since this fixes the side-lengths of the quadrilateral, but not the angles. One extra 
parameter encoding the angle at a distinguished vertex of the combinatorial quadrilateral is 
almost, but not quite, enough to uniquely determine a hyperbolic quadrilateral-there is 
still the possibility of two-to-one ambiguity; see Fig. 5. We use the Brooks parameter /I to 
extinguish this possible ambiguity. (There is redundancy here-after all, three vertex labels, 
one angle label, and the Brooks parameter of the interstice determine uniquely the fourth 
vertex label, making its explicit mention unnecessary-but it has the advantage of encoding 
when the interstice determined by the label admits a Brooks packing.) 
Fig. 5. Two-to-one ambiguity. 
Let L be an orientable, 2-dimensional combinatorial cell complex whose geometric 
realization is a surface without boundary and whose combinatorial 2-cells are either 
triangular or quadrangular. Furthermore, assume that each combinatorial quadrilateral 
has a distinguished vertex and let 3 be the collection of all combinatorial quadrilaterals. A
label for L consists of a 3-tuple (R, CL, /I) of functions where 
R : L(O) + (0, 00) and a, fi : 3 + (0, co). 
The vertex function R has complete freedom. For each quadrilateral Q in 3, the vertex labels 
on the four vertices of Q determined by R provide a restricted range of possible values for 
cc(Q), the angle at the distinguished vertex of Q, by the requirement that the side-lengths of Q 
are determined by R with the added condition that the four circles of radii determined by R 
are to be sequentially tangent but nonoverlapping. Once m(Q) is chosen, there are at most 
two values available for p(Q), the Brooks parameter of the interstice. The labeled cell 
complex L(R, cc, /?) determines a hyperbolic metric on (LI with singularities at the vertices, 
and (L(R, a, fi)\ denotes 1 L\ with this singular metric. Just as for labeled simplicial com- 
plexes, the label (R, u, p) for L determines an angle sum at each vertex. 
4. THE CONTROLLED PERRON METHOD AND MAXIMAL PACKINGS 
The Perron method produces the maximal packing for K (Proposition 3.2) and solves 
the boundary value problem (Corollary 3.5). In this section we describe a controlled version 
of the Perron method for triangulations of surfaces that provides estimates of how close a 
subpacking is to a packing. Local area calculations are used to derive these estimates. 
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Throughout, K denotes a connected orientable, abstract simplicial complex that triangu- 
lates a surface, perhaps with non-empty boundary, and that admits a subpacking label. 
Assume first that K has empty boundary and let (Ki) be an increasing sequence of finite, 
connected subcomplexes of K that triangulate an increasing sequence of submanifolds that 
exhaust K. Specifically 
K= fi Ki, 
i=l 
and for each i, Ki triangulates the compact, connected surface lKil (with boundary) and 
/ K,] c Int I K, + 1 I. Let R be a subpacking label for K and define Ri and 5 as the respective 
restrictions of R to Ki”’ and aKj”). Let ifi = sup 91’,i, the maximal h-label for Ki, and recall 
that kfi is a packing label whose restriction to cTK~” is A. Define the label RI on K by 




Since if, assigns values to the vertices of Ki adjacent to the boundary vertices at least as 
large as those that R, assigns, Lemma 2.2 implies that R: is a subpacking label for K. In fact, 
this observation also implies that for all i, R: I Ri+ 1. Let w’ = {RI: i = 0, 1,2, . . . } and let 
W be the set of all subpacking labels for K. By Lemma 3.2, the maximal abel R” = sup W is a 
packing label. Let i = sup9’. Since w’ t &‘, i is a label for K and if Rb = R is complete, 
Lemma 3.1 guarantees that i is complete. For each vertex v of K, it follows from the fact 
that 0,;(u) = 21~ for all but finitely many i and from continuity of angles (Lemma 2.2) that R^ 
is a packing label for K. Ostensibly, R^ depends both on R and {Ki}. It is easy, though, to 
show that R^ is independent of the sequence {Ki}; however, the dependence of R^ on the 
initial subpacking label R poses a more challenging problem. Clearly, if R is a packing label 
for K, then R^ = R, and this shows that there is a real dependence of R^ on R since, in general, 
there are many different packing labels for K. For example, if V is the constant 7-degree 
circle packing of the disk A that fills A (see [6]), then the Euclidean shrinkings of % by the 
similarities ZH [z, 0 < c < 1, produce a l-parameter family of packing labels for K(q) that 
are pairwise unequal. However, if R is a complete subpacking label for K, then uniqueness 
results of Schramm [24] guarantee that the complete packing label R^ is equal to the 
maximal abel & which of course is uniquely determined by K and is independent of R. That 
this is so if I K(I?)I has finite area is an easy consequence of the topological invariance of area 
for finite area hyperbolic surfaces (see also [S]), but the general question is more subtle. For 
our purposes, the packing label R^, which we term the controlled maximal label determined by 
R, will suffice. The advantage that the description of R^ has over R” is that estimates are 
available that describe how close a subpacking label R is to the packing label R^. Before 
introducing these estimates, we fix some terminology and notation. 
Again let R be a label for K, which we now allow to have non-empty boundary. If V is a 
collection of vertices of K, the angle sum of V determined by R is 
and the excess of V determined by R is 
e,(V) = J, (Mu) - 279. 
By convention, if V is empty, then O,(V) and eR( V) are defined to be zero. We shall be 
particularly interested in the boundary angle sum 
0, = O,(iYK”‘), 
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and the total excess, the excess of all interior vertices, 
e, = e,(K (0) - 8K’O’). 
Notice that eR 2 0 if R is a subpacking label and eR = 0 if R is a packing label. If L is any 
subcomplex of K, then A,(L) denotes the hyperbolic area of the subset 1 L( of IK(R)I; i.e., 
A,(L) is the sum of the hyperbolic areas, determined by the label R, of the faces of L. We 
write A, = AR(K). 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R and R’ be labels for K such that R I R’ with R = R’ on c~K(‘). Then 
Proof That 0, I @a, is a quick consequence of Lemma 2.2. That eR 2 eRP is a 
consequence of this and Lemma 2.1, since the increase in the area of a triangle corresponds 
to a decrease in the sum of its angles. w 
Now assume that K is finite, meaning of course that I K I is compact, and let F be the 
number of faces of K; further, let I$,1 be the number of interior vertices of K. Assuming an 
ordering on the faces of K, let Cli, pi, yi for i E (1, . . . , F} denote the angles that R determines 
on the ith face of K. Then 
A, = i [?I - (ai + pi + yi)] = P?‘t - On(K’O’) = P?I - (0, -I- eR •t 271&) 
i=l 
or 
An + @R + eR = (P - 2&)X. (4.1.1) 
Notice that the right hand side of (4.1.1), (F - 2I$&c, as a combinatorial invariant of K; i.e, 
it is independent of the label R and depends only on the complex K. Now assume that R is a 
subpacking label on K and, setting f = RlaK (O) let i1 be the maximal f-label for K. Since , 
if is a packing label, ezl = 0 and (4.1.1) implies that 
A, + 0, + en = AK, + O,- . I 
Since R I I$ A, I AZ,, and since additionally R =f = RJ on c7KCo’, Lemma 4.1 implies 
that 0, < 0~~. Hence, we may write the total excess eR as the sum of two positive 
quantities. 
eR = (AK, - AR) + (OK, - 0,) = AA, + A@,, 
where AA, and A@, denote the (positive) changes in area and boundary angle sum, 
respectively, as the label increases from R to if. In particular, we obtain the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. If K is finite, R is a subpacking label for K, and kf is the maximal f-label for 
K where f = R(aK (O), then the change in area AA, satis$es 
0 I AA, = AR, - A, I eR. 
The reader should notice that the discussion leading up to Lemma 4.2 is valid if K, in 
addition to being finite, has empty boundary, in which case 0, = 0, eR = eR( K(O)) = AA,, 
and iJ = k, the maximal label for K. 
We now apply Lemma 4.2 to complexes Ki with labels Ri = RI Ki”) used to define the 
controlled maximal abel i determined by the subpacking label R of the complex K. Recall 
that K has empty boundary and {Ki) is an increasing sequence of finite subcomplexes that 
exhausts K. Also J? = sup{Rf} where R:l Ki”’ = Rfi, the packing label for Ki whose 
restriction to c?Ki’) is fi = RI aK$“, and, in fact, R: I R;+ 1 for all i. Applying Lemma 4.2 we 
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obtain for all i the inequality 
0 I AA,, = Aq - A,, I eR,. I 1 
Since ifi + i(o) as i + co for each vertex v of K, continuity of area implies that 
Ai, -+ Ai as i + co. This, the previous inequality, and the fact that eRi I eR (since R is 
a sibpacking label) imply that 
0 < Ag(Ki) - AR(Ki) I eR, i = 1,2,. . . . 
This proves the next lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be a subpacking label for K and R^ the controlled maximal label 
determined by R. Then for every jinite subcomplex L of K, 
0 5 A,-(L) - AR(L) I eR. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let 0 < I < A < 00, E > 0, and let 6 = 6(,X, A, E) be the constant of 
Lemma 2.8. Let R be a subpacking label for K with controlled maximal label R^ and excess 
eR < 6. Then for every 2-simplex o = (v,, v 1, vz) of K such that R(vi) lies in the interval 
[A, A], i = 0, 1,2, 
0 I I+,) - R(v,) < E. 
Proof. If I?(Q) - R(v,) 2 E, then the difference 
hyp-areala( - hyp-area/a(R)1 
is greater than or equal to the difference 
(4.4.1) 
hyp-area T(R(u,) + E, R(Q), R(Q)) - hyp-area T(RW, R(v,), R(Q)), (4.4.2) 
which in turn by Lemma 2.8 is greater than 6, since (R(v,), R(u,), R(v~))E [,I, A13. However, 
Lemma 4.3 implies that the difference (4.4.1) is no more than eR, which is assumed to be less 
than 6. This contradiction implies that R^(v,) - R(v,) < E. w 
One conclusion of Proposition 4.4, though evident, is crucial and worth explicit 
mention: the constant 6 is independent of the particular complex K. This is important in our 
application of the proposition in the proof of Lemma 6.3, where it is applied to a l- 
parameter family {K, : &, < c -c l} of simplicial triangulations of a fixed surface. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R, be a subpacking label for K. Then for every vertex v,, of K and 
E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that, if R is a subpacking label for K with controlled maximal 
label l? and R, I R and eR < 6, then 
0 s R^(v,) - R(q) < E. 
Proof: Let 0 = (v,,, vl, v2) be any 2-simplex containing vO. Define 1 = min (R,(Vi)} 
i=O,l,Z 
and A = max {i(Q), where of course I? is the maximal abel for K, and let 6 = a(,?, A, E) 
i=O,1,2 
of Lemma 2.8. Let R be a subpacking label for K with controlled maximal label R^ with 
R, < R and eR < 6. Since R. < R < i I I?, for each i = 0, 1,2, R(vi) lies in the interval 
[,I, A]. Apply Proposition 4.4. w 
A stronger version of Corollary 4.5 is available if the complex K is finite; i.e., if K 
triangulates a closed oriented surface. In that case, I? = R” and we have the following result 
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that does not require the mention of a lower bound R, on subpacking labels as in the 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let K triangulate a closed oriented surface. For every E > 0, there exists 
6 > 0 such that, if R is a subpacking label for K with maximal label R and eR < 6, then 
for every vertex v of K. 
0 I ii(v) - R(v) < E 
Proof: Let I = image@) and I, = I n (E, cc ), and define 
6 = min {hyp-area T(a, b, c) - hyp-area T(a - E, b, c) : a E I,, b, c E I}. 
Since I is finite 6 exists and obviously 6 > 0. Let R be a subpacking label for K with eR < 6. 
Since K has empty boundary, eR = AA, = A,- - A,, which is at least as large as hyp-area 
lo( - hyp-area 1 a(R)] for every face (T of K. By our definition of 6, if R”(o) - R(v) 2 E for a 
vertex v of the face c of K, then the difference in hyperbolic areas that R” and R induce on c is 
at least as large as 6, contradicting eR < 6. w 
5. CANONICAL PACKINGS OF HALF-ANNUL1 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 depends on the decomposition of a surface of finite topo- 
logical type into a compact bordered piece and finitely many cusp regions and infinite area 
ends. Variations of the metric on the compact piece will be accomplished using the Brooks’ 
parameters of quadrilaterals, as in [9]. Here we develop canonical packings of half-annuli 
that provide similar flexibility for the infinite area ends. Along the way we prove that 
packable hyperbolic annuli determine a dense subset of the moduli space of hyperbolic 
annuli. 
A half-annulus is a surface homeomorphic to S’ x [0, cc), where S’ is the unit circle in 
the complex plane, and an annulus is a surface homeomorphic to S’ x (-- cc , 00). There are 
three quasiconformal types of annuli, represented by the punctured plane, the punctured 
disk, and the open region between two concentric circles in the complex plane. Recall that 
every Riemann surface admits an essentially unique complete metric of constant curvature 
that is compatible with its conformal structure. Such a metric is termed an intrinsic metric 
for the surface and is unique up to scaling. Hence, for surfaces of non-zero curvature, the 
intrinsic metric is unique if we further require that the curvature be f 1. Every intrinsic 
metric on the punctured plane is flat and with such a metric, the punctured plane becomes a 
flat cylinder. The intrinsic metric on the punctured disk is negatively curved and makes the 
punctured disk isometric to the hyperbolic surface U = H’/[zH z + 11, the quotient of the 
upper half-plane by a cyclic group with parabolic generator. A cusp region of height y > 0 is 
an isometric copy of the portion of U defined by 
U, = {z:Imz 2 y)/[zt+z + 11, 
and its boundary is a horocyclic boundary curve. Finally, the intrinsic metric on the open 
region between two concentric circles in the complex plane is negatively curved and makes 
the region isometric to the quotient of the hyperbolic plane by a cyclic group with 
hyperbolic generator. We call an isometric copy of such a quotient a hyperbolic annulus. The 
conformal types of hyperbolic annuli are distinguished by the length of the shortest closed 
geodesic, which is the translation length of the hyperbolic generator of the covering group of 
the surface. We use these lengths to parametrize the moduli space M of hyperbolic annuli, 
thus identifying JZ with (0, cc). The shortest closed geodesic on a hyperbolic annulus is 
unique and is termed the circular geodesic. Two hyperbolic half-annuli with totally geodesic 
boundary are obtained by cutting along the circular geodesic. The first goal of this section is 
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to obtain canonical circle packings of hyperbolic annuli and cusp regions and, in particular, 
to show that the hyperbolic annuli that admit these canonical packings determine a dense 
subset of A%‘. 
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Fig. 6. The triangulation J,. 
First we describe a sequence of canonical triangulations of the closed half-plane, whose 
doubles provide canonical triangulations of the plane. For each ke (0, 1, . . . , co>, J, 
denotes the abstract simplicial complex described as follows: Jk triangulates the closed half- 
plane (z : Im z 2 0) and the boundary IV, consists of a “line” of vertices, each of degree 4; all 
of the vertices 1 generations removed from &J, are of degree 6 if 0 -C 1 I k, while all 
remaining interior vertices are of degree 7. Figure 6 illustrates a typical example. There is a 
natural Z-action on J, that exposes the translational symmetry possessed by Jk; this action 
is generated by extending to J, the shift operation that sends u0 to u1 if the oriented edge 
(oO, v1 ) is in i3J,, where we have assumed a fixed orientation on J,. The double of J, is the 
oriented complex 
DJ, = J, u J;, 
a-h 
formed by gluing a disjoint copy J; of Jk to J, by an orientation-reversing isomorphism of 
boundaries. For k < 00, the double DJ, is an oriented triangulation of the plane that 
consists of 2k + 1 rows of constant 6-degree vertices separating two infinite sheets of 
constant 7-degree vertices. The natural h-action on J, extends to one on DJ,, and reflection 
through aJk, which is contained in DJ,, generates a Z3-action on DJ,. Notice that DJ, is 
the (unique) constant 6-degree triangulation of the plane. 
We now turn our attention to labels for the canonical complexes DJ,; the first question 
of interest concerns the existence of subpacking labels for DJ,. It is a consequence of [6, 
Theorem l] that no subpacking label for DJ, exists. This also may be seen as follows: if a 
subpacking label for DJ, exists, then so does the maximal label l?, by Proposition 3.2. By 
the symmetry of DJ,, R” labels each vertex of DJ, with the same positive value @. Since i is 
maximal, Proposition 3.2 implies that i is a packing label and since R” is identically Q, all the 
geometric triangles of jDJ,(l?)I are equilateral and in fact isometric to the triangle 
T(Q, Q, Q). This is a contradiction since each angle of an equilateral hyperbolic triangle is less 
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than 743 while DJ, has constant degree 6, precluding angle sums of 271. Constrasting this, 
every DJ, for k c co admits a subpacking label, and this in turn guarantees the existence of 
the maximal label for DJ,. The existence of the maximal label for DJ, is actually a 
consequence of the Discrete Uniformization Theorem of [S] and the proof of Theorem 3 of 
[6]; however, it is not difficult to construct by hand a subpacking label for DJ,. Briefly this 
can be accomplished as follows. Let Z’ be the hexagonal circle packing of the upper half- 
plane H2 as in Fig. 7. Label the vertices in rows 0, . . . , k + 1 of J, by the radii of the circles 
in the horizontal rows n, . . . , n - k - 1 of Z, respectively, for some large value of n, and 
label all remaining vertices of Jk by the radii of the circles in row n - k - 1. The angle sum 
at the boundary vertices of J, then is greater than rr while the angle sum at vertices in rows 1 
through k of J, is 27~. The row number n can be chosen so large that the radius of a circle in 
the (n - k - 1)st row of X’ is so small that the geometric triangles determined by the label 
above row k of J, have angles close enough to 43 that the angle sums at vertices in rows 
k + 1 on are greater than 27~ Doubling this subpacking label produces a subpacking label 
for DJ,. 
Fig. 7. The maximal circle packing determined by J,. 
Let & be the maximal label for DJk, k -c 03, guaranteed by Proposition 3.2. By the 
definition of the maximal abel, & is constant on the Z-orbits and Z,-orbits of DJi’). Let ek 
denote the common value that & assigns to the vertices of i?J,. We have the following 
lemma, which says in essence that the more 6-degree generations the complex has, the flatter 
it will be. 
LEMMA 5.1. lim ek = 0. 
k-rm 
ProoJ: Let H, be the kth star of a vertex u. of DJ,; i.e., H, is a simplicial complex 
isomorphic to k generations of the constant 6-degree triangulation of the plane. Notice that 
there is an isomorphic copy of Hk in DJ, with u. identified with a vertex of aJk; hence, we 
consider H, a subcomplex of DJ, with the “center” vertex u. of H, in aJ,. Let gk be the 
maximal abel for H,. Since kk 1 Hi” is a packing label for H,, the definition of maximal abel 
implies 
0 c ek = Kk(vo) S S,(V,) s pk. 
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Now limp, = 0, for otherwise [S, Section 41 implies the existence of a packing label for 
DJ,, already shown to be impossible. We conclude that lim ek = 0. w 
For each positive integer 1, the subgroup IH of Z acts on DJ, by restriction of the 
translation action of Z, and if 1 2 3, then the quotient complex DJ,,, = DJ,/lZ is simplicial. 
DJ,,, is naturally the double of J,,, = J,/lE along the boundary of Jk,,, which consists of a 
cycle of combinatorial length 1. The maximal label l&, for DJk,, is induced by &: namely, 
&l(lZ~) = &(v), which is well-defined since Z& is constant on H-orbits. The circular 
geodesic of the hyperbolic annulus DA k,l = IDJ,,,(R,,,)I is the union of the geometric edges 
determined by 8Jk,t. This follows from the fact that the &-action on DJ,,, that reflects 
through aJ,,, induces an involutary isometry of DA,,, with tixed point set equal to this 
union of geometric edges. As the notation suggests, A,,, will be used to denote the 
hyperbolic half-annulus 1 Jk,t(&t)( contained in DA,, t. The annulus DA,,, determines the 
point in the moduli space &? with parameter value 21~~. This and Lemma 5.1 imply the next 
lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. The collection {DA,,,: k 2 0,l 2 3) determines a dense subset of the moduli 
space A of hyperbolic annuli. The circular geodesic of DA,,, and A,,, has length 21~~. 
Our attention now focuses on complete packing labels for the canonical triangulations 
Jk,t of half-annuli. Fix integers k, 0 I k < co, and I 2 3, and for notational convenience let 
J = J,,,, DJ = DJ,,,, l? = &, and Q = Q~. Let R = l?IJ”) and notice that R is a complete 
packing label for J whose boundary values are all equal to Q and, for every boundary vertex 
v,B,(v)=z.ForO<[< l,letf=[R)aJ (‘). hence, f is identically [Q on LJJ”‘. Corollary 3.5 ,
implies that the maximal f-label R, = Rr = supa, is a complete packing label for K with 
boundary values determined by f: 
LEMMA 5.3. For 0 < [ < 1, the label R, is a complete packing label for J with the 
properties: 
(i) CR I R, 5 R with CR = R, = [Q on aJ(‘) where R = I?( J(O); 
(ii) 8 4 (u) > 0,(u) = 71 for every boundary vertex UE~J. 
Proof: Lemma 2.3 implies that 0,,(u) > e,(v) for every boundary vertex u, since c < 1, 
and the fact that CR I R, with equality on aJ (O) along with Lemma 2.2 implies that 
0,<(v) 2 eiR(u), proving (ii). By (ii), the label on DJ obtained by “doubling” R, is a sub- 
packing label for DJ, hence has values no greater than those of the maximal label R” of DJ. 
This implies R, I R and completes the verification of(i). w 
Let H = J,,,. The complex H is bounded by an edgepath of three 4-degree vertices and 
all other vertices are 6-degree interior vertices. Recall that 2 is the hexagonal circle packing 
of the upper half-plane H* as in Fig. 7. Notice that there is a horocyclic element C of Z with 
ideal center at 0 E @. For y 2 0, let Xy be the circle packing in HZ obtained by applying a 
Euclidean translation in the vertical direction such that the translated copy of C is a circle 
with hyperbolic center yi (thus, the Euclidean center of the translated copy of C lies above 
yi). Let RY be the label for H that assigns to the three vertices in row m of H, m = 0, 1, . . . , 
the common value of the hyperbolic radii of the circles in row m of sy (the boundary rows 
of H and sy are 0th rows). Notice that RY is a complete packing label for H; further, it was 
proved in [9, Section 63 that R” is the maximal label for H. By the method used to obtain 
the label R,, using Corollary 3.5 applied to f = [RY18HCo), we obtain the maximal f-label 
R; z R; = SUPER. 
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LEMMA 5.4. For 0 < [ < 1 and y > 0, the label RF is a complete packing label for H with 
the properties: 
(i) CRY I Ri I RY with CRY = RI on aH(“; 
(ii) e,,(v) > e,,(u) for every boundary oertex UE~H. 
Proof Statement (ii) follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.2, exactly as in the proof of Lemma 
5.3. It remains only to show that RF I RY. For t E [0, co), let pr be the common value that R’ 
assigns to boundary vertices and observe that pt is a continuous strictly decreasing function 
of t. Since p. = 00 and lim pt = 0, the range of values of pt is (0, co]. Hence, there exists 
t > 0 such that pt = [p,, and since pt < py, we conclude that t > y. Observe that Rt = pt 
= R’ on 8HCo) and, since t > y, R’ 5 RY. Thus it suffices to prove that Rt = R’. 
Notice that IH( has finite hyperbolic area, namely, area equal to 31r. Since R” is the 
maximal label for H ([9, Section 6]), every other packing label for H produces a surface of 
area no more than 371. Therefore, if R is a complete packing label for H, then 1 H(R)\ is a half- 
annulus with a complete hyperbolic structure of finite area and hence is a cusp region. By 
cutting along three geodesic rays from the vertices of i3H towards the “cusp point”, 1 H(R)) 
can be decomposed into three triangles, each with an ideal vertex and two vertices from 
8H”‘. Thus, the hyperbolic area of 1 H(R)1 is 3x - 0, whenever R is a complete packing 
label. Applying this to the complete packing labels Ri and R’, we have A - hyp-area 
1 H (R[)I = 371 - O,: and A’ = hyp-area 1 H(R’)I = 3x - OKf. Now from the definition of Rt 
as a maximal f-label, if Rf # R’, then A’ < A or O,, > O,[. But Rt 2 R’ with equality 
on aH(‘), and hence Lemma 2.2 implies that O,, I O,;, a contradiction. We conclude 
that Rf = R’. w 
Since t > y in the proof, the inequality of statement(i) can be strengthened: R{(u) < RY(u) 
for every vertex u of H. It is not difficult to prove also that R&u) < R(u) for every vertex u of J 
in (i) of Lemma 5.3. We shall not need these mildly stronger statements for our purposes. 
6. APPROXIMATING SURFACES OF FINITE TYPE BY PACKABLE SURFACES 
Let S be a surface of finite topological type (g, n, m) where 6g - 6 + 2n + 3m > 0, with 
its intrinsic metric. S is a complete hyperbolic surface with g handles, n cusps, and m ideal 
boundary curves. Our aim is to show that S can be approximated in modulus by a surface S’ 
that may be filled by a bounded degree circle packing. Recall that the reduced Teichmiiller 
space of S, T&, = T # (S), consists of equivalence classes of quasiconformal homeo- 
morphisms of S onto Riemann surfaces, where two such homeomorphisms fi : S + S, and 
fi : S -+ S, are weakly Teichmiiller equivalent if fi of; 1 is homotopic to a conformal 
isomorphism of S, onto S,. Tf,,, is homeomorphic to Iw 6g-6+2”+3m and the Teichmiiller 
metric t is a complete metric: 
t(Cfil, CfJ) = Slog inf+f4, 
where cp ranges over all quasiconformal mappings in the homotopy class of f2 of; ’ and 
K(V) is the global dilatation of cp. The reduced modular group acts properly discontinuously 
and by r-isometries (on the right) on Tz,,, and the topological quotient of reduced 
Teichmiiller space by this action is the Riemann moduli space Xg,“,,,. Every Riemann 
surface S’ quasiconformally equivalent to S determines a point [S’] in Xg,,+., and two such 
surfaces determine the same point if and only if they are conformally equivalent. Thus the 
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moduli space X,, n, nr p arametrizes the conformal structures on the underlying manifold of S 
that are quasiconformally equivalent o that of S. See Nag [20]. 
A complete hyperbolic surface S’ quasiconformally equivalent o S determines a circle 
packing point [S’] of X,, “, m provided S’ admits a circle packing that fills S’. Let C,,., Itl be the 
set of circle packing points of Xg,n,m that correspond to bounded degree circle packings. 
Within Cg,n,m, let Cz;&,, denote those points determined by complete hyperbolic surfaces 
filled by circle packings whose ends are packed with constant 6- or 7-degree packings. (Our 
work has shown that these must eventually be 6-degree in the cusps and 7-degree in the 
infinite area ends.) The next theorem implies Theorem 1.1 of the Introduction. 
THEOREM 6.1. The set Cz;l, of circle packing points in XB,_,, corresponding to surfaces 
filled by circle packings that eventually have constant 6- and 7-degree is a countable dense 
subset of XB,_,,. 
As a consequence of the fact that Xg,n,m is a quotient of the reduced Teichmiiller space 
by a properly discontinuous action and of the definition of z, Theorem 6.1 can be proved by 
exhibiting a sequence {[S,]} in Cz;:,,, and quasiconformal homeomorphisms qpp: S --) S, 
whose dilatations rc(cp,) converge to unity as p + co . We begin by reducing the problem to 
the special case where the length spectrum of S is restricted so that the infinite area ends 
admit circle packings with abstract carriers isomorphic to the canonical triangulations of 
half-annuli introduced in Section 5. 
First, the free homotopy class of a loop going once around an infinite area end (freely 
“homotopic” to the ideal boundary curve of the end) has a unique closed geodesic 
representative. Hence, there is a unique collection y 1, . . . , y,,, of closed geodesics in S whose 
removal decomposes S into m hyperbolic half-annuli with totalIy geodesic boundary and a 
finite area hyperbolic surface with totally geodesic boundary and area 2n(2g - 2 + n + m). 
This surface is termed thejinite area core of S and denoted St. The end length spectrum of S is 
the ordered m-tuple 
A(S) = (MY,), ’ . . > MY,)L 
where 1, denotes the length function of the intrinsic metric. Recall that Q~ denotes the 
common value that &,, the maximal label for DJ,, assigns to the boundary vertices of J,. 
For each nonnegative integer p, let 
Ap = {21&,: 1 E E, 1 2 31, 
and let A: be its m-fold Cartesian product. Lemma 5.1 implies that for each E > 0, A,, is E- 
dense in (0, co ) for all but finitely many p. This implies that there exists a sequence {[S,]} 
in XB.n,m such that [S,] -+ [S] as p + co and, for each p, the end length spectrum satisfies 
n(s,) E 12;. 
This easily is seen by the parametrization of T,$,,,,,, obtained by decomposing the finite 
area core St into 2g - 2 + n + m pairs of pants (n of which have zero length waist) by 
cutting along 3g - 3 + n + m circular cut geodesics, and assigning a length parameter and 
a twist parameter to each cut geodesic and a length parameter to each of the m curves 
Yl, . . .T y,,, forming the boundary of St. This gives 2(3g - 3 + n + m) + m = 6g - 6 + 2n 
+ 3m parameters to vary and provides a parametrization for T&,. See Casson-Bleiler 
[14] for details in case n = 0. The sequence { [S,] } is obtained by varying the length 
parameters associated to the m boundary curves of St. Let p(S) denote the minimum of the 
distances in S among the pairs of distinct boundary curves yl, . . . , y,,, of St. Since 
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,@& + p(S) as p + cc , Lemma 5.1 implies that there exists P > 0 such that, if p > P, then 
2@, < /4S,). 
To prove Theorem 6.1 then, it suffices to show that each point of { [S,]},,p is in the closure 
of the set Cz;&,,. 
We have reduced our problem to showing that [S] is in the closure of Ci;:,,, whenever 
there exists p > 0 such that 
and 
A(S) E 12; (6.1.1) 
p(S) ’ 2&J,. (6.1.2) 
We assume the existence of such a p and simplify notation by setting Q = ep. We shall show 
that there exists 0 < co < 1, a l-parameter family {[S,]: cc, < 4’ < 1) in X,,,,,, and for each 
[ a quasiconformal homeomorphism ‘pi: S + S, such that the dilatations IC((P~) converge to 
unity as i f 1. 
Condition (6.1.1) implies, for i = 1, . . . , m, that there exists an integer l(i) 2 3 such that 
I,(yi) = 21(i)@. This implies that the infinite area end of S cut off by yi is isometric to the 
hyperbolic half-annulus A,, Iu) of Lemma 5.2. Recall that A,, l = 1 J,, ,(I$,, I) 1, where kp, 1 is 
the maximal label for the double D.I,,I, and the angle sum determined by &,, at each 
boundary vertex of the canonical complex J, I is rc. For each i, let %Zi be a circle packing in S 
determined by the complete packing J,, I(i) (I$,, lCij) that fills the end of S isometric to Ap,l(i). 
The I(i) boundary circles of gi have centers that lie on yi and radii equal to the common 
value Q. By condition (6.1.2), no circle of gi meets a circle of wj if i # j; thus, the union 
ghalf-am = Uy= 1 Wi is a circle packing in S. We would like to augment %?harf_ann to obtain a 
bounded degree circle packing of S that fills S; however, this might be impossible. 
Nonetheless, as already done for surfaces of finite conformal type in [9], we are able to 
enlarge %half-arm to a circle packing that fills all of S except for finitely many quadrangular 
regions. First, choose y > 0 so large that there are n pairwise disjoint cusp neighborhoods 
Ul,..., U,, one for each cusp of S and each a cusp region of height y, with horocyclic 
boundary curves a,, . . . , 6,. The complement in St of the interiors of the cusp neighbor- 
hoods is a compact core of S and denoted Sr. Assume further that y is chosen so large that 
the distance between each ai and each yj is greater than Q + p, where p = pY is the common 
value that the label RY assigns to the boundary vertices of H (see Lemma 5.2, its preceding 
paragraph, and its proof), and the distance between every two distinct horocyclic boundary 
curves is greater than 2~. For i = 1, . . . , n, let %” be a circle packing in S determined by the 
complete packing H(RY) that “fills” Ui. The three boundary circles of gi have centers that 
lie on ai and radii equal to the common value p. By the choice of y, no circle of gi meets a 
circle of %‘j if i # j, nor does it meet a circle of %hatf_ann. Thus, the unions %‘cusps = Uy= 1 %Ti 
and %ends = ~:c”sps u half-am are circle packings in S. Now the complement of the union of 
the geometric triangles determined by wends is compact and, as in [lo] or [9, Lemma 5.11, by 
adding finitely many circles, wends may be enlarged to a circle packing +? that fills S, except 
for finitely many quadrangular regions. Thus, the closure of each component of S - u @ is 
either a triangular or quadrangular interstice, with only finitely many quadrangular ones. 
The combinatorics of V are encoded in the abstract carrier K(V), whose 2-cells 
correspond to the triangular interstices of %?. More useful for our aims is the cell complex 
L = L(W) that, in addition to K(q), includes the 2-cells that are combinatorial quadrilate- 
rals associated with the quadrangular interstices of V?. As a topological surface, IL1 is 
homeomorphic to S. We may assume (see [9, Section 51) that no two of the combinatorial 
quadrilaterals share a vertex and that no vertex of a combinatorial quadrilateral is adjacent 
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to a vertex of the subcomplex K (gends) of L. This may be accomplished by adding circles to 
quadrangular interstices of %’ to “push” the interstice inside. 
The subcomplexes of L that triangulate the infinite area ends and cusp neighborhoods of 
S and whose boundary vertices “lie on” the circular boundary curves yl, . . . , y,,, and 
horocyclic boundary curves 6,) . . . ,6, can be identified with the canonical complexes Jp,Iu) 
and H = J,,, of the previous section. Under appropriate identifications, we may write 
where Lx is the subcomplex of L determined by the circles of %? that meet the compact core 
St, and each Hj is an isomorphic copy of H. We have that i?J,,,,, = Lx n Jp,Icij and 
aHj = Lf n Hj for appropriate i and j, and the subcomplex Lt = Lf u (u Hi) subdivides 
the finite area core St. Subsequently, we shall deal with simplicial complexes K formed by 
triangulating the combinatorial quadrilaterals of L; for such, every 2-simplex of L is a 2- 
simplex of K but the quadrangular faces of L are replaced by simplicial subdivisions of those 
faces. If (R, CC, /I) is a label for L (or R is a label for such a K), then Rt and Rt denote the 
respective restrictions of R to the vertices of Lt and Lf (and any vertices of K in the 
subdivisions of the combinatorial quadrilaterals of L). 
Let 3 be the set of combinatorial quadrilaterals of L and designate for each element of 3 
one vertex as distinguished. The circle packing % determines in an obvious way a natural 
label (R, a, /?) for L; namely, R assigns to each vertex the hyperbolic radius of its circle, a 
assigns to each combinatorial quadrilateral the interior angle of its geometric counterpart 
at its distinguished vertex, and /I assigns to each combinatorial quadrilateral the Brooks 
parameter of its interstice. Obviously 1 L(R, u., B)I is isometric to the surface S and, hence, R 
is a complete packing label for K(W). Observe that R = ~~,I(i) on Jp,Icij and, with obvious 
abuse of notation, R = RY on each Hi, where RY is the label for H of Section 5. 
For q = (C,, C,, C,, C,) E 3, let Q denote an isometric copy in Hz of the geometric 
quadrilateral in S corresponding to q. Since there is a nondegenerate quadrangular 
interstice associated to q, the continuity of the scaling operation for quadrilaterals (see 
Section 2) guarantees that if i < 1 is close enough to 1, then the scaled quadrilateral 4’Q has 
a nondegenerate interstice determined by the four sequentially tangent circles centered at 
the vertices of [Q and of respective radii [R(C,), IR(C,), {R(C,), [R(C,). Since 3 is finite, 
there is a 0 < lo < 1 such that this is true for iQ for every q E 3 and C,, < { < 1. We are 
now in a position to construct the promised l-parameter families of surfaces 
{SC: [,, < [ < l} and quasiconformal homeomorphisms { ‘pC: Co < i < l}. 
The construction of{ S,]. Fix to < [ < 1. The initial step in the construction of S, is to 







CR I R; < R with CR = R; at all vertices of L other than the distinguished 
vertices of the elements of 3; 
cli -+ CC and /Ir -+ /I on 3 as [ t 1; 
all angle sums of L determined by the label (R;, cri, &) are greater than 2x; 
DC takes on rational values; hence, the quadrangular interstices determined by the 
label (Rt, q, &) admit finite Brooks packings. 
Briefly, this is accomplished as follows. First replace R by CR, thus producing a subpacking 
K(lR) by Lemma 2.3, where K = K(s). Use the distinguished interior angle of [Q as the 
value that us assigns to the combinatorial quadrilateral q E 3, where Q is associated to q as 
in the preceding paragraph. The element q = (C,, C,, C,, C,) of 3 now determines a 
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family {Q(b)} as in Lemma 2.5 with 
and TQ = Q(/IO) for some PO. We have assumed here that C, is the distinguished vertex of q. 
By increasing the label cR(C,) on Q(/&,) slightly, we obtain a quadrilateral Q@‘) in the 
family {Q(b)) with a rational Brooks parameter close to the parameter &,; see Lemma 2.5 
and in particular [9, Lemma 3.11. Set R; = CR on vertices of L other than distinguished 
vertices of elements of 3. Since K(iR) is a subpacking all of whose interior angle sums are 
strictly greater than 2~ (Lemma 2.3) and the interior angles of CQ are strictly greater than 
the corresponding ones of Q (Corollary 2.4), the increase in [R(C,) to the new value, 
denoted R;(C,), that produces fl’ = /3&q) can be chosen so small that both R;(C,) < R(C,) 
and (6.15) holds. The remaining conditions are now automatic. A more detailed description 
of how R<(C,) and j&(q) are obtained as described here may be found in [9, Section 51. 
Obviously by (6.1.6) and just as in [9, Section 51, the Brooks packings determine 
triangulations of the geometric quadrilaterals, which in turn together determine a simplicial 
triangulation K, of S that simplicially subdivides the combinatorial cell complex L: every 2- 
simplex of L is a 2-simplex of K, but the quadrangular faces of L are replaced by the abstract 
carriers of the Brooks packings. Extend the domain of R; from K(O) = L(O) to Kp’ by 
defining the value of R; on a vertex of Kp’ not in K(O) to be the hyperbolic radius of the 
corresponding circle from the Brooks packings. The labeled complex &(R;) is then a 
subpacking: the angle sums at those vertices of K, that are also vertices of L are greater than 
2n, while angle sums from the Brooks packings are equal to 27r. 
We now use Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 to modify the label R; on the ends of K, and obtain a 
complete subpacking label R, for K, that determines a metric with only finitely many 
singularities. As previously noted, the subcomplexes of L, hence of K,, that triangulate the 
infinite area ends and cusp neighborhoods of S and whose boundary vertices “lie on” the 
circular geodesics y1 , . . . , y,,, and horocyclic boundary curves 6,) . . . ,6, are identified with 
the canonical complexes J,, Iu) and H of the previous section. As for L, we may write 
where Ki simplicially subdivides Lx. Again dJ,,,, = K! n Jp,Icij and 8Hj = K: n Hi for 
appropriate i and j, and Kl = Kj u ( u Hi) simplicially subdivides Lt. Notice that 
(6.1.7) 
and, with slight abuse of notation, 
R; = CR = CRY on H(?) 1 * (6.1.8) 
Let Ri be the maximal*label for Jp,ltib wheref = R; 1 dJ$$cij, i = 1, . . . , m, and let Rj be the 
maximal f-label for Hi where f = R; 1 iTHy), j = 1, . . . , n. Observe that Ri is the “R," of 
Lemma 5.3 and Rj is the “Rf" of Lemma 5.4. Define the label R, for K, by 
R; on (K,?)(O) 
R, = Ri on Jbyjci, 
Rj on H!O) 
J ’ 
We claim that R, is a complete subpacking label for K,. If u is an interior vertex of K:, then 
13,((u) = 19,;(u) 2 27~ since R; is a subpacking label; if u is an interior vertex of Jp,lcij or Hi, 
then 8,i(u) = 27~ since Ri and Rj are packing labels for the ends. Assume that u is a boundary 
TOP 32:1-L 
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vertex of Jp,I(i); hence, also u is a boundary vertex of Kl. We have 
&$u) = eRj(u) + eRi(u). 
Since Rl = R; = CR on both the boundary vertices and adjacent interior vertices of Ki, 
which follows from (6.1.3) since the combinatorial quadrilaterals are not adjacent to 
boundary vertices of L, Lemma 2.3 implies that 
&$(u) = 6,,:(u) > &t(u) = n. 
Since Ri is the “R,” and R).J’,Pj,, is the “R” of Lemma 5.3, part (ii) of that lemma implies 
eRi(d ’ eRIJr{,,,(d = n. 
These three statements then imply that eR$u) > 27~. Similarly, if u is a boundary vertex of 
Hj, using Lemma 2.3 again and using Lemma 5.4(ii) in place of 5.3(ii), we have that 
&$u) = e,:(u) + dRj(u) = e[,&) + &l(u) > &&) + flRIH$u) = &(o). 
Since R is a packing label for K and u is an interior vertex of K, 0,(u) = 27~. We have shown 
that R, is a subpacking label for K,. The important properties of the label R, are 
summarized in the next lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. The subpacking label R, for K, satisjes: 
(i) R, is a complete label; 
(ii) the angle sums ORc(u) equal 2n for vertices u of K,, with the possible exception of the 
jinitely many vertices of KC that lie in (L*)(O); 
(iii) CR I R,I L(O) I R; 
(iv) the excess eRi determined by R, isjnite and, moreover, converges to 0 as c increases 
to 1. 
ProoJ Statements (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that Ri and Rj are complete packing 
labels for the ends of K,. Statement (iii) follows from (6.1.3) for vertices in K:, from Lemma 
5.3(i) and the definition of Ri for vertices in Jp,I(i), and from Lemma 5.4(i) and the definition 
of Rj for vertices in Hj. Statement (iv) follows from (ii) and from (iii) and (6.1.4), using 
continuity of angle sums with respect o labels and Corollary 2.4. Da 
Define S, by 
S, = IKs(Rc)l, 
where 8, is the controlled maximal label determined by R,. Since R, is complete, $ is a 
complete packing label for K, and by Schramm [24] is equal to the maximal label R- we 
shall continue to use the notation l$ as a reminder that this label, though equal to R,, is 
obtained by the controlled method, and so the results of Section 4 apply. S, is a complete 
hyperbolic surface and & determines a circle packing %?[ of S, that fills S,. 
The construction of {q+) and analysis of the dilatations IC((P~). Proposition 4.4 is used to 
prove the next lemma. Recall that L(O) is contained in Kp’ for every co < 5 < 1. 
LEMMA 6.3. For every vertex u of L, &(5(v) converges to R(u) as [ increases to 1. 
Proof: Let E > 0 and u = u. be a vertex of the 2-simplex (u,, ul, u2) that lies in L. 
Define 1 = i=t:2 {ioR( and A = i=y;2 {R(u&}, and let 6 = @A, A,$) of Lemma 2.8. 
* . 9 . 
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By Lemma 62(iv), there exists 1;’ > 0 such that the excess eRC is less than 6 if 0 < 1 - [ < <‘. 
By Lemma 6.2(iii), R&vi) lies in [A, A], i = 0, 1,2, and Proposition 4.4 implies that 
0 5 &(“) - z+(u) < ; (6.3.1) 
whenever 0 < 1 - [ < 5’. Let 
If 0 < 1 - [ < 5, then by Lemma 6.2(iii) and the definition of 5 
0 I R(u) - R<(u) I (1 - [)R(v) < ;. (6.3.2) 
Inequalities (6.3.1) and (6.3.2) imply that I&(u) - R(u)1 < E whenever 0 < 1 - { < [, and 
hence i,,(u) + R(u) as i r 1. w 
We now define homeomorphisms ‘pr: S + S, by successively defining ‘ps over the 
compact core Sf first, then over the finite area core St by extension to the cusp neighbor- 
hoods, finally over S by extension to the infinite area ends. Actually, our first move is to 
define qr over the compact region D of St obtained by cutting along the broken geodesics 
formed by successively connecting, for each j = 1, . . . , n, the three points on the horocyclic 
boundary curve Sj that correspond to the boundary vertices of Hj. Notice that D is 
isometric to 1 L$(R, a, fi)I and contains the compact core S*. The region D is the union of the 
geometric triangles and quadrilaterals determined by the circles of the original circle 
packing % that meet the compact core. Since the l-skeleton of the cell complex L* is a 
subcomplex of the simplicial complex K:, it determines a decomposition of the compact 
region D, = I Kl(&)J of S, into hyperbolic triangles and quadrilaterals in natural 1: 1 
correspondence with those of D. Define ‘piID by requiring its restrictions to the various 
geometric triangles and quadrilaterals in D determined by %’ to be homeomorphisms onto 
their counterparts in D,, with the further requirements that these restrictions be linear on 
the geometric edges and have minimum quasiconformal dilatation among all quasiconfor- 
ma1 maps that are linear on the edges (the minimum dilatation is realized by a map by [19, 
Theorem II 5.31). By Lemma 6.4, the side-lengths of the geometric triangles in D, converge 
to the side-lengths of their counterparts in D as 5 t 1; hence, Lemma 2.6 and our construc- 
tion of ‘pclD guarantees that the maximum dilatation on the interior of any geometric 
triangle converges to unity as [ t 1. Since these side-lengths converge, the interior angles of 
the geometric triangles of D, converge to the respective interior angles of their counterparts 
in D; hence, the exterior and, therefore, interior angles of the geometric quadrilaterals of D, 
converge to the respective xterior and interior angles of their counterparts in D. Lemma 2.6 
again guarantees that the maximum dilatation on the interior of any geometric quadrilate- 
ral converges to unity as 4’ t 1. By removability of analytic arcs, [19, Theorem I 8.31, the 
dilatation K((P~[ D) equals the maximum dilatation of the restriction of ‘psi D to the interiors 
of the geometric triangles and quadrilaterals of D. We conclude that the dilatations K(CJ+ (D) 
converge to unity as { t 1. This construction is the same as in [9] for the compact case 
m=n=O. 
Let jE{l,..., n} and observe that the homeomorphism cpslD is defined on the 
boundary of /Hi(R which is contained in the cusp neighborhood Uj, and in fact is linear 
on each of the three geodesic edges forming this boundary. The image of this boundary is 
the boundary of IHj(&)l, which is contained in SC. By cutting along three geodesic rays 
from the vertices of c?Hj towards the “cusp point”, IHj(R)I can be decomposed into three 
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congruent riangles, each with an ideal vertex, two vertices from aHjo), and two equal angles 
at those vertices. Since &lIHjp) is a complete packing label, 1 Hj(Z&.)~ determines a cusp 
region and it too can be decomposed by cutting along geodesic rays into three triangles, 
each with an ideal vertex and two vertices from 8ej . (‘) By Lemma 6.3, the angle sums at 
boundary vertices of Hj determined by the label R,jH$“) converge to the corresponding 
angle sums determined by RI H$“‘, and the side-lengths converge to the common value 2p of 
the side-lengths determined by R (recall p = pY and R = RY on each Hi). This implies that 
the boundary vertices of IHj(~~)I come more and more closely to lie on a horocyclic 
boundary curve of S, as l t 1, and this in turn implies that the geodesic rays from the 
vertices of dHj towards the cusp points of (Hj(l?c)I come closer and closer to bisecting the 
angle at the vertices of dHj. Finally, this implies that the finite side-lengths and non-zero 
angles of the three triangles with ideal vertex that decompose IHj(&)j converge to the 
corresponding side-lengths and angles of the three congruent riangles with ideal vertex that 
decompose I Hj(R)I. An application of Lemma 2.7 to each of the 3n triangles decomposing 
the n cusp regions of S and the corresponding 3n ones of S, provides an extension of ‘~~1 D to 
a homeomorphism ‘pslSt with bounded quasiconformal dilatation rc(qrlSt) that converges 
to unity as [ t 1. See [9, Section 61. 
Our attention now focuses on the infinite area ends of S. For i E (1, . . . , WI>, let & be 
the broken geodesic path formed by connecting with geodesic segments the I(i) successive 
vertices of dJ, I(ij in the surface S,. The broken geodesic j&i bounds the infinite area half- 
annular end I J,, I(i) (d,) I of S, and the angles of the boundary vertices of Jp,I(i)(~~) are the 
turning angles of &, i. Let yt;, i be the (unique) circular geodesic in S, freely homotopic to fc, i. 
By Lemma 6.3, the individual side-lengths and angles of the geometric triangles of S, 
determined by & converge to the corresponding side-lengths and angles of their counter- 
parts in S determined by R. This implies that as c r 1, the turning angles of ~~,i converge to n 
and the edge-lengths of yc,i converge to 2@, the boundary edge-lengths determined by 
Jp,ltij(R); hence, the total geodesic curvature of fc,i converges to 0 and the length of & 
converges to 21(i)@, the length of yi, as [ t 1. Since the total geodesic curvature of ~~,i 
converges to 0, the broken geodesic fc, i comes closer and closer to being a circular geodesic, 
and this implies that the difference in lengths between ~~,i and ys,i converges to 0 as { r 1. 
Thus the end length spectrum A(&) = (I,#, 1), . . . , l,,(y,,,)) converges to 
(2W)e,. . . ,21(m)@), the end length spectrum of S. In fact this implies more: let B, be the 
region between p,., i and y[, i (gc, i may cross ys, i, but “between” still makes sense). An easy area 
calculation shows that the hyperbolic area of Bc converges to 0 as [ r 1 since yr;,i s geodesic 
and the turning angles of fc,i converge to K as [ t 1. It now follows that the half-annular end 
of S, cut off by &i and the infinite area end of S, cut off by the circular geodesic yr,i are kc- 
quasiconformally close, where {k,} is a family of constants converging to unity as c T 1. This 
is seen easily by unwrapping these ends in the universal cover, the hyperbolic plane, and 
considering fundamental regions for these ends; straightforward details are left to the 
reader. Finally, the convergence of the end length spectrums A(&.) to n(S) implies that the 
infinite area end of S, cut off by the circular geodesic yr,i converges in modulus to the one of 
S cut off by yi. Hence, qrlSt extends to a homeomorphism ‘ps: S -+ S, with bounded 
quasiconformal dilatation rc(@ that converges to unity as [ t 1, and this implies that the l- 
parameter family ([S,]:io < i < l} in C,6:&,, converges to the point [S] of Xg,“,,, as i t 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. Da 
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